National Science Day is celebrated all over India on 28th February every year in order to commemorate the invention of the Raman Effect (effect on scattering of light when passing through different materials) became his great success and discovery which has been marked in the Indian history, by the Indian physicist, Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman on the same day in the year 1928. For his great success in the field of science in India, Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman was awarded and honored with the Nobel Prize in the Physics in the year 1930.

History of National Science Day Celebration in India
28th of February, 1928 was the great day in India when an invention in the field of Indian science was completed by the India physicist Sir, Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman. He was Tamil Brahmin and first one in the science, who had researched such invention in India. To commemorate and honor this event always in the future, 28th of February was asked to the Indian Government to designate as a National Science Day in India by the National council for Science and Technology Communication (NCSTC) in the year 1986.

Objectives of Celebrating National Science Day

• National Science Day is being celebrated every year to widely spread a message about the significance of scientific applications in the daily life of the people.

• To display the all the activities, efforts and achievements in the field of science for human welfare.

• To discuss all the issues and implement new technologies for the development of the science.

• To give an opportunity to the scientific minded citizens in the country.

• To encourage the people as well as popularize the Science and Technology.

How it is celebrated all over India
National Science Day is celebrated as one of the main science festivals in India every year during which students of the schools and colleges demonstrates various science projects as well as national and state science institutions demonstrates their last researchers. The celebration also includes public speech, radio-TV talk shows, exhibition based on themes and concepts, watching night sky, live projects and researchers demonstration, debates, quiz competitions, lectures, science models exhibitions and many more activities.

National Science Day is being celebrated every year to widely spread a message about the significance of scientific application in the daily life of the people. To display all the activities, efforts and achievements in the field of science for human welfare. To discuss all the issues and implement new technologies for the development of the science.

The theme for the National Science Day 2015 is “Science for Nation Building”. Based on the theme, the activities radio/television programmes, slideshows, debates/quiz/essay writing competitions, and other appropriate activities involving participation of large number of people, aimed at nurturing scientific temper in them, could be organized.